Abstract

The platformization of households is increasingly possible with the introduction of “intelligent personal assistants” (IPAs) embedded in smart, always-listening speakers and screens, such as Google Home and the Amazon Echo. These devices exemplify Zuboff’s “surveillance capitalism” by commodifying familial and social spaces and funneling data into corporate networks. However, the motivations driving the development of these platforms—and the dataveillance they afford—vary: Amazon appears focused on collecting user data to drive personalized sales across its shopping platform, while Google relies on its vast dataveillance infrastructure to build its AI-driven targeted advertising platform. This paper draws on cross-cultural focus groups regarding IPAs in the Netherlands and the United States. It reveals how respondents in these two countries articulate divergent ways of negotiating the dataveillance affordances and privacy concerns of these IPA platforms. These findings suggest the need for a nuanced approach to combating and limiting the potential harms of these home devices, which may otherwise be seen as equivalents.

Introduction

On October 24, 2018, Google Home devices became available to consumers in the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark to be used in their native languages. This marks the first time a major platform
released a voice-activated “Intelligent Personal Assistant” (IPA) for the home in these countries and reflects a push by Google to become increasingly present throughout Europe. This comes two years after Amazon and Google launched devices in the UK and Germany and four years after Amazon’s Echo first became available in the United States.

Google’s and Amazon’s decision to compete in European markets and invest in languages beyond English reflects an increasing “platformization” of the home through the Internet of Things (IoT) and other cloud-computing technologies. This concept of platformization has been described as the “rise of the platform as the dominant infrastructural and economic model of the social web” (Helmond 2015: 1). The rollout of IPAs to non-English-speaking countries has begun in earnest, with a number of platforms like Apple attempting to similarly penetrate markets and making strategic alliances to ensure their technology is connected within households.1 IPAs’ smart, always-listening speakers and screens exemplify the idea of “surveillance capitalism” (Zuboff 2019) by commodifying familial and social spaces and funneling relevant data from these locations into corporate networks. While it is unclear how widespread or lasting the success of these devices may be, their growth in the United States—and now in Europe—raises significant privacy and security concerns related to the presence of these platforms in previously private spaces.

In the home and beyond, the motivations driving the development of these devices for platforms—and the dataveillance they afford—vary: Amazon appears focused on collecting user data to drive personalized sales across its shopping platform, while Google relies on its vast dataveillance infrastructure to build its AI-driven targeted advertising platform. This dataveillance (Clarke 1988), or data surveillance, refers to the ongoing collection and exchange of information about individuals facilitated by advanced digital information technologies and computer databases. To better understand the implications and user concerns about security, privacy, and (data) surveillance through these devices, this paper draws on a cross-cultural study of attitudes toward IPAs in the Netherlands and the United States. Through an analysis of 17 focus groups across the two countries, we explore how users and non-users of home IPAs understand, negotiate, and respond to the platforms that support these devices. Findings highlight how users and non-users articulate strategies for negotiating the dataveillance affordances and privacy concerns of IPA platforms. While many Americans in our study either described a sense of resignation toward surveillance technologies or focused on the technologies’ benefits over privacy concerns, Dutch participants exhibited much greater wariness toward these platforms’ data collection. The findings further suggest the need for a nuanced approach to combating and limiting the potential harms of these home devices and their associated platforms, with a focus on raising critical questions before device use is fully normalized.

Context and Methods

The integration of platform-based IPAs in home environments has made certain concerns about privacy issues and data collection more ubiquitous (Zeng, Mare, and Roesner 2017). Recent events—including Amazon’s Echo unintentional recording of a private conversation and sending it to one of the owner’s contacts (Sacks 2018) as well as unprompted laughter from Echo devices (Zeng, Mare, and Roesner 2017)—have brought these concerns to the foreground. However, with more than 50 million predicted shipments in 2018 and expected market growth of US$56.3 million worldwide, these voice-activated IPAs are currently the fastest-growing consumer technology (Perez 2018). Within the US, 15.4% of the population owns an Amazon Echo and 7.7% owns a Google Home, while in the UK, the total number of IPA owners has doubled from 5% to 10% in one year (Feldman 2018). In Germany, 5.9% of the population owns an Amazon device and 1.2% owns a Google Home (Brandt 2018). It will be several years before we get a clear sense of the global proliferation of these devices.

IPAs in home environments seek to simplify performing everyday tasks—such as those related to e-commerce, web search, music streaming, and the control of smart home devices—by allowing users to control the device through speaking (Perez 2018). All of this is (supposed to be) seamlessly integrated
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1 Microsoft, for instance, has focused on integrating its IPA Cortana with Amazon’s Alexa (see Warren 2018).
through one device, with two platforms—Amazon and Google—most successfully competing in this space. The goals for both companies differ, with Google attempting to capture “micro moments” or intent-driven moments of decision making and preference that happen in the home (Ramaswamy 2015) and Amazon aiming to increase purchase behavior within the platform. However, despite immense market growth and increasing influence of personal assistants on everyday life, actual user behavior is still largely unexplored. While a new era of technology through voice computing is on the rise, research about the integration and the experiences of IPAs is mainly unexplored (Porcheron, Fischer, and Sharples 2017).

Taking the perspective that users matter in the development and implications of new technology (see Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003), this study is based on data collected within focus groups conducted in the US and the Netherlands. Participants were recruited from a survey sample of 9000 university staff (3000 per university) at three universities—two in the US (n=1160) and one in the Netherlands (n=325). The survey included questions about smartphone use frequency, general privacy and mobile concerns, smartphone data sharing, perceptions and the use of intelligent personal assistants (IPAs) on phones, and perceptions of home IPA devices. It was also used to recruit participants for follow-up focus groups, which are the focus of the current study’s analysis. In total, 17 focus groups were conducted, six in the Netherlands (n=36) and 11 in the US (n=65). A thematic analysis (see Guest, MacQueen, and Namey 2011; Braun and Clarke 2006) of transcripts identified the perceived benefits and detriments of home devices as well as shared concerns among US and Dutch participants. As noted below, there are differences in experiences with these devices given their presence in the US market and absence in the Netherlands. While such unfamiliarity added to Dutch participants’ concerns about the devices, their prior understandings and use of IPAs on mobile phones coupled with hands-on experience with one such device during the focus group informed their responses. Our presentation of findings uses pseudonyms to protect participants’ identities. Below, we highlight prominent themes that emerged in the US and Netherlands and compare cultural differences between users and non-users in the two countries.

**Consumer Desire for Household IPAS—and the Convenience They Bring**

People concerned about increasing surveillance in their everyday lives may be skeptical of buying a home device that constantly listens for trigger words. That said, both “early adopters” and regular users of IPAs see (significant) benefits in using these devices. As noted by Lau, Zimmerman, and Schaub (2018: 9), convenience was a key motivator for IPA use alongside a desire to be seen as an early adopter. In the current study—where data were collected during the first half of 2018—there was a difference in availability of IPAs for purchase (with devices not yet available in the Netherlands); however, participants’ responses across contexts resonated with other research that notes advantages of these devices. Household IPAs were seen as (potentially) beneficial to participants’ everyday lives for reasons of hands-free accessibility, ease of use, and their informative and entertaining qualities.

Given the dramatically higher levels of awareness of and experience with IPAs by US participants, we observed some distinct differences toward adopting these devices in the home. A number of US users were very enthusiastic—or described other people in their homes who were enthusiastic—about the use of a voice activated IPA. Mary, for instance, said her husband exemplified the early-adopter mindset: “My husband is obsessed with it so we use it. . . . It controls lights in our house and different technologies. We put our shopping list on it so we could just say it out loud. If we’re cooking or something, then we throw it on there. We play a lot of music with it as well.” Similarly, the benefits of using a voice-activated device were noted by Suchi: “an advantage would be the hands free-ness. It’s more like having someone there to dictate to and say, ‘I need to have this done,’ versus putting in the effort of typing in what it is that you want to do and have that take out time.” In line with prior research (Lopatovska et al. forthcoming; Luger and Sellen 2016) that notes the frequent use of these devices for information-related searches (e.g., weather information), entertainment (e.g., playing music) or controlling external devices (e.g., turning lights on and off), other US users we spoke to also highlighted these practices. The emphasis on the advantages of having an IPA in the home was perhaps best described by Julie who made clear that these devices “work in a way that makes my life easier and makes me more efficient . . . opens up time for me to do or explore other things. . . . I like the
idea of being able to have technology to be able to make me more efficient or my life more efficient in some way.”

Although most Dutch participants had never used a home IPA before—and were introduced to the device through brief interactions with one during the focus group—they related some of the devices’ convenience features to their use of other technologies, such as phone-based IPAs and other “smart” devices. Peggy described how IPAs could provide a useful solution in her house, where “the location of our light switch is a bit inconvenient. So, you just open the door and say that the lights need to be switched on, small practical things like that, . . . just the little things that make life a bit better.” Similar to the US participants, those in the Netherlands saw the idea that IPAs help with little things as a key benefit. Claire noted the possibilities of these devices for everyday tasks such as cooking: “I discovered that you can set multiple timers, so . . . when you want to boil potatoes, you set a timer. And eh, you have something in the oven, you set a second timer. And you can set as many timers as you want.” While these examples indicate some limited experience among the Dutch participants, they reiterate some of the appeal noted elsewhere of routinizing everyday practices—sometimes well and sometimes not so well (see experiences described in Luger and Sellen 2016).

Consumers’ Concerns about IPAS

While participants identified a number of clear benefits, they also articulated a complex set of concerns about the use or potential use of these devices. While these primarily focused on the technology itself and the risks associated with it, our participants also described ambivalence toward the devices’ platforms. The complexities of concerns with household IPAs were often blurred; however, three themes emerged: an over-reliance on technology shifting into forms of technological control, the security risks in technology knowing your routines, and fears surrounding vulnerabilities in the technology in the form of breaches or hacks.

Jennifer, a Dutch participant, was particularly concerned about how IPAs would affect human behavior: “I really wonder why on earth they want you to command something from your bed: ‘Make me coffee’ and [that suggests] that it really takes too much effort to go to your coffee machine to make coffee. That seems unhealthy to me; it makes you that lazy.” This concern was echoed by American participant Eric, whose “biggest worry is that as we use technology more, we get lazier. Like in 20 years, people are just fatter and their brain is smaller, probably.” Leah, a Dutch participant with no prior knowledge about household IPAs, was concerned after watching a commercial about Google Home. She feared that “you don’t have to know anything anymore. That Google does everything for you and knows about your flight and your [restaurant] reservations. That you won’t remember this, and you just ask.” This orientation to potential technological omnipotence was also reflected in a number of US participants’ comments. Steven was aware of the potential control he was relinquishing to the platform and set limits on his IPA. However, he also described a somewhat fatalistic attitude when he said, “I know it’s there. I know it’s present. I try to keep it that so I can preserve some of my privacy, but I recognize some of it’s just out of my control.” This idea of control was a significant concern across both the US and Dutch contexts, reiterating findings highlighted by Lau et. al. (2018) that despite some built-in protections, users and non-users perceived these devices to have unmet privacy control needs.

IPAs are designed to learn from users’ everyday routines and behaviors and integrate into the “smart home” environment. This concerned some participants. In the Netherlands, Andreas had some clear concerns about this potential as he noted, “The moment when you put this thing in your house, it knows when you’ll ask: Turn off the lights. You will always do that around the same time at night. So implicitly, a lot of your behavior is measured, even if it is not the in room where you are present at that moment.” Likewise, Peggy, another Dutch participant, focused more on other people accessing this information: “You’re kind of being eavesdropped [on] permanently with [these devices]. I think, okay, what happens with those data? Because if people would hack it, . . . they can easily see when you’re not at home, when there are no activities, and
when you would look at [potential] break-ins.” These sorts of concerns came up in the US focus groups as well but often focused on physical security rather than concerns about devices “listening in.” American participant Pamela said she was less concerned about the data than the potential for her home to be broken into: “The only concern I have . . . is smart locks. If you hook it up, a hacker could, kind of, get into your Alexa and unlock your home that way. We’ve chosen not to get [smart locks in] our home. We are trying to slowly buy things to make it a smart home. But that’s one aspect that we are not going to pursue because of that privacy.”

Resignation to Surveillance and Platform Profiling

The convenience of the IPA devices and the notion that users have “nothing to hide” was prominent in the US focus groups, marking a key divergence in perspectives among American and Dutch participants. Within the US focus groups, many participants felt their mundane activities were of little interest should these devices be used for surveillance purposes. According to Kevin, “I have little concern, whether it’s Alexa listening to me or the NSA monitoring my phone calls. . . . I hope they’re amused ‘cause I got nothing to hide. I really don’t.” Susan saw being continually monitored as a risk but accepted it because of her own perception of her life: “I feel like it’s a possible risk that you have when you have these devices. And you either accept that it’s a possible risk or you don’t. . . . I feel like my life is too mundane to worry about it.” This orientation was reiterated by several American users, like Jeff: “I don’t think anybody else is interested in my life;” and George: “if you’re gonna be that concerned about a device listening in, it’s because chances are you’re probably doing something that you really don’t want people overhearing;” and Sam: “my data is already out there, so at this point, I don’t have this much of an attachment to protecting the data or being concerned about where my data is going.” This belief in a unremarkable life, free from problematic social choices in which personal data is either already out there or seen as uninteresting, pervades studies of surveillance attitudes (see, for instance, Zimmer et al. forthcoming; Mols and Janssen 2017; Solove 2011).

Yet, the orientation to platforms that emerged in our research highlighted some differences within the focus groups.

Alongside the idea that participants had uninteresting lives and nothing to hide, there was a general acceptance amongst American participants that profiling practices were an inevitable part of using IPAs. Kevin, in talking about Amazon’s Alexa, said it clearly: “I think marketers use it to make a customer profile, the types of things that you might be interested in or are interested in. . . . Again, none of that worries me because there’s nothing that I would share that Alexa would hear that would embarrass me at any point in time.” Likewise, Barbara was “fine” with “information being used for marketing.” This acceptance of marketing also aligned with Sam’s orientation to Google: “that you, like, opt in with the idea with using a lot of Google products . . . they sort of, like, try to use your data to optimize your experience. So, you sort of opt in to that knowing that they’re already going to be looking at it, and so I’m cool with it.”

Notably, while many American participants accepted surveillance because of the benefits they received from it, other US participants described a more ambivalent attitude toward platforms when it came to security issues, particularly with sensitive data or government use of their data. This was expressed most succinctly by Mai: “We’re trusting Google that what they show me I can listen to is what they kept. For the most part, I trust Google on that, and Amazon. But there’s that open concern . . . what are you opening yourself up to? One, that’s a government request. And how friendly they are with them. I’m not afraid of that, but just for a principled point of view, where that might lead us?” Likewise, Mike described serious concerns about sensitive data being shared with platforms: “The only time that I really am critical about what I’m talking about is if I’m going to do a credit card transaction or social security number, I will actually go physically mute or even unplug at times.”

Dutch participants were far more wary of platforms’ intentions than their American counterparts. After discussing Google Home, Alex noted that “Amazon also has such a [device]. They obviously want you to order at Amazon and that [orientation] will be well developed within that hardware.” Robert also expressed concerns about large platforms that collected and aggregated user data across sites and shared data with
third parties. He said, “If you look at what Google does, yes, that links to other parties. Just like Facebook selling their data, Google does exactly the same thing. And that worries me. It is not that you’re in contact with Google, but what will that third party do with your data? And how anonymous is your data?” Interestingly, Apple—which is a much smaller player than Google and Amazon in this market—was viewed more positively, particularly among Dutch participants, with Robert commenting that Apple is focused on selling hardware rather than user data.

**Discussion**

The arrival of voice-activated IPAs for household use represents a further colonization of platforms into everyday life. To date, it is a limited one, with only a few major players. Despite efforts to create more open-source voice-activated IPAs such as Mycroft AI (https://mycroft.ai/), these devices are made possible by and tethered to particular large-scale platform investments. In the home, their connection to other IoT devices and cloud-based services becomes part of the data-gathering process that creates new avenues for understanding consumer behavior and knowledge for platform owners to either sell for advertising (Google) or engage in increasing platform specific consumption (Amazon). In both cases, however, household IPA devices serve to increase the data-gathering capacities of platforms into the very intimate sphere of people’s homes.

Despite this, our study into the expectations and lived experiences of (would be) household IPA users shows fragmentation and inconsistencies in responding to and using these devices. There are clear opportunities and utility seen in the devices, mixed with both concern and apathy about the data they produce and the risks they may pose. However, the differences between expectations in the two locations of our research highlight both cultural and experiential differences. Among Dutch participants, particularly those with limited exposure to household IPAs, there is more concern about the platforms and what they will do with data gained by these devices than among their US counterparts.

If we take seriously the notion that users can and do shape the use and development of technology and the policies surrounding them (Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003), we are at an opportune moment, given current trajectories, to call into question the continued datafication of household spaces by platforms. This study begins to identify points of disjuncture between consumer desires and concerns, highlighting a current cultural difference between American acclimation to these devices and concerns within the Netherlands. No doubt this difference is connected to political, economic and social structures within these two countries, but overall our research reiterates a concern that users might grow “accustomed to and [begin] tolerating surveillance over time,” specifically within the home (Lau, Zimmerman, and Schaub 2018: 3). Given device availability, this seems to be more the case in the US than in the Netherlands. Yet, even concern with potential broad-scale abuses of personal data (as seen, for example, in global responses to Facebook and Cambridge Analytica) may coexist with a desire for, acceptance of, or even resignation toward data gathering, such as collection through household IPAs. This latter perspective will likely not be evenly distributed within any given household as the decision to purchase, install, and ultimately welcome IPAs into a shared space may be the product of unequal power relations among co-habitants. The taken-for-granted presence of such devices in these households may further amplify such power discrepancies (e.g., its configuration and use by the most technologically literate member of a household).

It is clear that platforms’ incursion into this context reinforces an ongoing acclimation to the ubiquitous presences of multiple types of sensors as they move from external locations (such as work and public spaces) to within the home itself. The connection of IPAs to other IoT devices in the home extends the knowledge that platforms can gain, particularly as most IoT devices are being made compatible with household IPAs though not manufactured by them. Taken together, this adds up to a notable extension of other ongoing infrastructural processes that Helmond (2015) has argued is occurring through the development of platforms: that is, for all their potential benefits and even with their concerns, household IPAs serve to make the home increasingly “platform ready.”
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